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MCOVBY Of VISUAL MSONNMATNM AFT» INN INTBBin RAW OF IKNT 

A new tm-hnir fur the attid) of flash blindn«*»« is descnbed. utilitinir titr M« yer- 
Srhwk-krruth Zriss liitht «-umrulator •* ■ sourrv nf hiirh intensity liirM finches. Four 
sulij«-« ts wen* «-xiioNr-l to illuminatiunn liunrinj; from (145 lux to SA.IRO lui ns measured 
at the rorneal plane. Recovery was HH-HMIMMI as the period of time required after 
dasxle to irirsm sufficient visual disnimination ti> peireive testinir luminances of 
O.OTi {• -L ami 0.U1.1 ft I. The expeiimental results are «üscussfd, and the potential 
of this apparatus in studyinir tlic phenomeiwm of flash blindness is emphasixed. 

Scitfntifir advancet« in nuclear physics ami 
astniiautiis have ffiven man the capability to 
prtxluce atomic i-xplosinns and will xoon enable 
him to explore extraterreatrial ttpace. ()|)era- 
tions in each of them* areas present situations 
that wi'l be hazardouM to the viaion of those 
involved due to expotture to light of a hiffh in- 
tenaity. The maRni^ude of this problem can 
be appreciated by the demonatration that a 
2(1 KT nuclear weapon can produce a retinal 
burn in human NubjectM who are at leaat 36.3 
miles from a detonation durinK the day and 
40 milea at nifrht (14). Stnifrhold and Hitter 
have calculated that an astronaut in a solar 
orbit will be exposed to light of an intensity 
of about 10" lux at the orbit of Mercury and 
that an expoaure to solar radiation of 140,000 
lux at a distance just beyond the earth's at- 
moaphere will be sufficient to cause a retinal 
burn in leaa than ten seconds (13, 18, 19). 

This matter is of considerable interest to 
the military because there are many situations 
in which an observer is required to discrimi- 
nate details of a dimly illuminated object 
shortly after exposure to a more highly il- 
luminated field such as is considered here. The 
pilot of a high performance jet bomber must 
be able to read his instrument panel even if 
exposed to the flash of a small at >mic weapon, 
and an astronaut who is dazzled aa his space 

KOTi«nl   for   pMhHcaliMi   oa   U   J«l>    IMI. 

craft enters the bright portion of the orbit 
must retain visual discrimination. If instru- 
ments cannot be read during a critical phase 
of the mission, the results may be disastrous. 

I'nfortunately. there has been little scien- 
tific effort directed toward elucidating the 
parameters of visual impairment from auch 
exposures. This situation is probably due to 
the fact that until recently there has been no 
pr.gmatic requirement to explore this area and 
there have been few light sources capable of 
producing (he necessary flaah intensity. 

This study is an attempt to evaluate the 
efficacy of using the Zeiss light coagulator as 
an experimental light source and to estimate 
the time relationship between expoaure to high 
intensity illumination and viaual recovery. 

BACKGROUND 

The danger to the eyes from exposure to 
intense light fields has been well documented 
in case reports of eclipse blindness (K). The 
testing of atomic weapons resulted in addi- 
tional cases of retinal burns from unprotected 
ocular exposure to the flaah of the fireball 
(12, 15). Animal experimentation has estab- 
lished the concept that the mechanism is the 
same in both cases (21). Visible light is con- 
centrated upon the retina by the optical system 



of the eye. fonrinir an imajre of thermal in- 
tensity an the lif ht i« abiiorbed by the retinal 
pifment and i* converted into heat. If a 
critical amount of heat I.H jrenerated. irreversi- 
ble coajru ative destruction occur« (14). 

In many situations the enenry absorbed will 
not be adequate to produce a retinal burn, but 
the effects of the liffht will be suff'cient to 
cauNe an alteration in the wnsit vity of the 
retina. In this case, transient visual impair- 
ment will result, lastinjr until the eye can re- 
adapt The duration and profoundity of this 
effect have not been completely delineated. 

Before World War II several invest ifrators 
sttempted to relate the intensity of lifrH 
flashes to the alterations in sennit ivity of 
the dark-adapted eye. Their experiments uti- 
lized illuminances of less than 50 lumens 
itquare foot. They found no alteration in the 
ttHirae of dark adaptation and a ireneral cor- 
relation with the reciprocity law for momen- 
tary losses of sensitivity (1. 20). The 
reciprocity law indicates that within certain 
limits L • T K (L units of luminance 
of the dazzle; T duration of the dazzle) 
This expresses a total summation with the 
effect beinir the same for a luminance decreased 
by one half but maintained twice as lonK and 
one increased twice but lasting half as lony 
(11). 

Durinir World War II there was considera- 
ble interest in protecting aviatori from the 
Klare of searchlijrhts and sunliirht. Technics 
were devised to minimize the dazzle. Further- 
more, it was recommended that all personnel 
who were to fly niirht minsion* wear Hunirlasses 
the day of the mission to protect their dark 
adaptation (2. 17). 

The development of the atomic weapon, 
with its attendant hazards, provided impetus 
for further investifration. Crawford, in 1946 
CD. and Fry. in 1961 (5). utilized a liRht 
source of moderate intensity and confirmed 
the validity of the law of reciprocity. White- 
Aide, in 1952. attempted to simulate the daz- 
zlinK effect of an atomic explosion at night. 
uitinit the sun ; s a liffht source (22).    Several 

years later he reported on a method whereby he 
visualized the flash of a 20 KT explosion, 
measured his recovery, and reported the time 
required to retrain visual discrimination  (23). 

Met calf and Torn reported an invest ijrat ion 
they made on the effects of hijrh intensity 
liirht flashes on visual recovery. By studyinff 
liffht intensities ranffinff from 60 to over 12.000 
lumens mjuare foot at the eye on the visual 
recovery of four subjects, hey found that 
recovery time plotted affainM illumination at 
the eye produced a straiffht-line curve in a 
Nemilotf plot. Then by extrapolatinff this data 
to the estimated retinal burn threshold they 
found that a maximal recovery time of 170 
seconds was needed to read standard red 
iiffhted aircraft instruments tlO). 

These experiments have provided a basic 
store of knowledge from which future research 
can be desiffned to further elucidate the 
mechanism of flash blindness and the 
parameters of recovery. 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Zeiss litht coaffulator 

This investigation utilizes the Meyer- 
Schwickeiath Zeiss liffht coaffulator aa a liffht 
source. The apparatus has been used clinically 
to treat ocular disease, but no previous reports 
have described its use as an experimental tool 
in the study of flash blindness. The instru- 
ment in hiffhly reliable and has the capability 
of producinff a larffe ranffe of liffht intensities. 
The source is a xenon super-pressure lamp 
operating at a pressure of 20 atmospheres. The 
imaffe is formed by means of a lens system 
(fiff. 1). with parallel liffht rays exiting at 
the objective. The apparatuH is customarily 
fitte<l with a movable eyepiece so that the 
liKht beam can be converged and aimed at a 
region to be treated. 

Minor modifications were made for this 
experiment: (1) The movable eyepiece was 
not utilized. (2) Convexoconcave lenses were 
attached to the nose cone to diverge the emitted 
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Wiring  of  tkr  timing  rircnit  of tkr  ligkl  coagnlmtor. 

litrht. (.S) A.Molid diaphraian wait substituted 
for the perforated diaphraian (fig. 1, No. 4). 
This eliminated the focusinK directional light 
that is used in the clinical situation. (4) A 
Hunter timer was fitted to the shutter to 
provide a range of shutter speeds. The wiring 
of the timing circuit is diagrammed in figure 2. 

The light beam was directed at a diffusion 
screen positioned in front of the subject. The 
diameter of the flash pattern on the screen 
was 33 cm. This produced a cone of light 
subtending 63 20' at the eye of the subject. 
Figure 3 illustrates the coagulator and the 
positioning of the recording instruments. 
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I hol Mn^t ry 

To quantitate the eneriry of the tent ftah. 
a methiNl of meMMurinir ÜRht i itensity was 
fleviiied.   utilizinir  a   Hewlett-Packard.   Model 

I.JOB, ottrillonrope and a We»ton. Model 756. 
illumination meter for calibration. The initial 
Mtep in the procedure ronxiiited in comparing 
the Went on photometer readinjr for a fiven 
level of illumination to the OAcilkMcopic read- 
ing in volt* when the Kijrnal from the Weston 
head was fed into the oscillodcope. A 500-watt 
projection bulb and the Zeiss cuajrulator were 
uxed alternately as lijrht Rourre«. 

A ranire of intensities was measured and a 
nomofrram was drawn from which one could 
interpolate the value of an unknown liffht in- 
tensity from the voltajre readinjr produced 
when the lijrht wax received by the Weston 
head and the sijrnal produced fed into the 
(McilkMcope. 

Teidinjr 

A (ioldman-Weeken« adaptometer was used 
for evaluating recovery. The testinjr stimulus 
was a patch 25 mm. in diameter presented as 
a lijrht flashing on and off at one-second in- 
tervals. Testinjr patch luminances of 0.06 and 
0.013 ft.-L. were used.    A dim. red fixation 
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FIGURE S 

Itriatl» of Ikr ifrpfNMf am-tlrk »I thr rtm-ml irrorrry ttmrr. 

point WM located 4.5 cm. above th« tentiriK 
patch. The viaual anirle nuMended by the 
teHtinjr p«tch at the Mibject'H eye WM 40'. 

Timiaff dmiiU 

The »ubjeci's recovery time WM measured 
on utandard S-6 electric timer clock» connected 
in circuit to the coajnilator. The timing clock« 
were ntarted when the «butter opened to pro- 
duce the lifrhi fla»h and were stopped by the 
Nubject wK-n he «aw the tentinx etimuluit. 
PiKure 4 is a diajrram of the wirinir of the 
timing clocks. Figure 5 is a diaRram of the 
details of the stepi ing switch of the timer. 

Svbjccta 

Four subjects wer«* used in this experiment. 
Two were flight surgeons who had pas vd a 
flying Cbss II physical. One WM S pilot who 
had passed a flying Cbuw I physical. The 
fourth WM an ophthalmologist on the staff. 
No subject had a visual acuity poorer than 
20 25. 

Procedure 

Before each subject was tested his left pupil 
was dilated with a 1 percent paradrine solution. 
Kach subject was preadapted ten minutes in a 

dark room before each test flash and then, 
preparatory to testing, was positioned with his 
chin ii. a chin rest with the left eye centered 
three inches from the diffusion screen. The 
West on meter head was placed before th«- right 
eye. 

The light intensity for the test fhsh had 
been adjusted before the flash so that the 
subject did not know which of the light in- 
tensities he WM to be exposed to. The sub- 
ject's position is indicated in figure 6. 

After the subject had been properly posi- 
tioned with both eyes closed, he was instructed 
to open his left eye. The fbuh WM triggered 
and simultaneously the timing clocks were 
started. All test flashes had a duration of 
0.15 second. 

The subject then turned toward the 
(ioldman-Weekers sdaptometer. Initially, 
there WM no form perceivable through the 
bright scotoma that had been induced. As the 
scotoma dimmed, the fixation point could be 
seen through the after-image, and finally the 
blinking testing pattern became apparent. 
When th« «ubject could discriminate two flash- 
es of tin o.06 ft.-L. testing patch, he prested 
a button, stopping «lock one. The 0.01S ft.-L. 
patch WM then introduced, and the subject 
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Sfhjrrf in /utaitioH to br Haxzlrd. 
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could  detect  the 
of    the    teMiiur 

The impulse generated through the Weston 
head that was in position before the rijrht eye 
was directed into the oscilloscope, and a photo- 
graph of the pulse was made with a FairthiM 
oscilloscope camera. In this way a permanent 
record was made of the flash, and the intensity 
«f each flash could be confirmed from the 
nomoirram. The diameter of the subject's 
dilated pupil was measured after each experi- 
mental run. FiRure 7 is a block schematic of 
(he relative positions of all instruments used 
in this investigation. 

RESISTS 

Four subjects were exposed to li^ht flashes 
ranirimr over five levels of illummance: 645 lux 

(50 lumens ft.); 5.380 lux (500 lumens ft.-); 
10.760 lux (1,000 lumens ft.-); 26,900 lux 
(2.500 lumens ft.-), and 56.180 lux (5.500 
lumens ft.), as measured at the corneal plane. 
Fach flash had a duration of 0.15 aeemd. The 
subjects were tested randomly a total of five 
times at each level of illumination. Recovery 
was n.easured as the period of time required 
after a dazzle for a subject to regain suffirient 
visual discrimination to perceive testing 
luminances of 0.06 and 0.013 ft.-L. 

Fijrure 8 is a graph of recovery time to per- 
ceive the 0.06 ft.-L. patch plotted an a function 
of flash illumination at the eye. 

Figure 9 is an analogous plot for the 
0.013 ft.-L. testing patch. 

In both graphs each point plotted represents 
the mean value for the five exposures at an 
intensity. 
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The mean recovery times are recorded in 
table I. An analysis of the data was performed 
and a standard error of the mean computed 
for the average values at each intensity. 

Statistical analysis demonstrated that the 
variation between subjects was generally 
greater than that within subjects, indicating 
that the subjects responded differently.    The 
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analysis also faidkaUd that recovery tfana in- 
craaaad sifni/icaiitly with incraasinf flash in- 
tanaity. Tha data ware also examined to 
determine whether there waa interaction be- 
tween the intensity of the teat danle and the 
brightness of the testing patch. An inter- 
action was found: The response to increaain* 
intensity of the teat danle was significantly 

diferent for the two testing luminances. Ex- 
amination of the table of mean values shows 
that this difference is due to time increasing 
more rapidly with changes in danle intensity 
for the duller patch than for the brighter. 

Regression analyses were done on the data 
in the original form and on a scale transform- 
ing the results into log form. These analyses 
demonstrated no consistent trend. 

DISCUSSION 

This study is the initial attempt at testing 
the equipment discussed here to investigate 
the phenomenon of flash blindness. The ex- 
periment was designed to determine whether 
this optical system can be used effectively 
as a research tool and to determine whether 
the functional visual loss following danle ia 
a consistent phenomenon that can be accurate- 
ly measured. 

The results follow a pattern that would be 
anticipated from previous reports (S. 6, 10, 22, 
23). Two trends arc apparent: (1) Recovery 
time is increased with increasing intensity of 

TABLE I 
Mean recovery times (minute») 

TMURC patch 
Subjwt 

Illumini ition at the ay* (lux) 

bridiUMM ea MM 10,760 IMH 56.180 

0.0« ft   L. CB .000 .072 .003 .100 .145 

NN .007 .074 .006 .137 211 

S8 .064 .070 .007 .lit .171 

FY 064 .135 .146 .in .361 

SUndaH error .004 .004 .006 .006 .009 

0.013 ft.-L. CB .110 .1S& .367 326 530 

NN 142 .177 .260 MS 636 

88 .126 .166 274 no .567 

FY .144 .100 444 .614 866 

006 .006 OW .013 .021 

tmmr tmummm 4tnrtlr ■>■» » M 



TABLE II 

Probabüity remit» for »F* trtt. testing internet ion 
between rariablr* 

DF MS 

Subjwt 

Flash intensity 

Subject x flash intensity 

TVstinc pateh hrifhtn—■ <TPB> 

TPB x Mbjsct 

TPB x flask intensity 

TPB x flask intensity x subject 

I 
4 

12 
1 
I 
4 

12 

.0441M 

.111171 

004150 

aoJt 

.00B491 

0S4Itt 

00074 

.11 

.Ml 

01 

.Ml 

t (avtragt tmr tmm —fcJecU) 

TMting patek Illumination at ths «y* (las) 

kriffktaMt MS IJM 10.7M MJM M.1M 

0.M ft-L 

0.013 ft-L 

Ml 

.IM 

Ml 

JM 

.IM JM 
.Ml 

«as 
.at 

the test fUah. (2) The tim« of functional 
visual looa following a danla ia darraaMd by 
increaaint the luminance of the task to be 
viewed. The significance of the results is con- 
firmed by statiatical analysis. The analysis 
also indicates that the variation within a sub- 
ject's responses are within acceptable limits for 
biologic experimentation. 

An uncontrolled variable in this study was 
the pupillary sise of the subjects. The left 
pupil was dilated with paradrine before testing 
and the pupillary aperture meaoured after each 
test run. Measurements ranged from 7 to 
10 mm. An attempt wa« made to relate pupil» 
lary diameter to the recovery time of a subject 
but there was no consietent pattern in this 
regard. 

Theoretical «peculation on the type of func- 
tion to expect when recovery time ia plotted 
against flash intensity is difficult because of 
the complexity of the prccess of readaptation. 
The light flash may be considered as an in- 
tense stimulus flooding the eye with light and 

provoking an experience of dassle wherein 
vision is impoaaible. Following this, there la a 
series of bright after-imagM of aufficient in- 
tensity to obliterate other improoaions, thus 
forming a relative scotoma in UM field of 
vision. 

The visual sensation produced in this situa- 
tion has been generally accepted to be produced 
by a photochemical reaction in the retina, de- 
pending upon the JecorapMitlon of visual 
purple (rhodopsin) in the rods and another 
pigment, perhaps iodopsin. in the cones (4, 6. 
7. ». !•). 

Elucidation of the retinal process in this 
type of testing is further complicated by dif- 
ferences in reaction time between aubjects and 
the time required to assimilate and interpret 
sensory input data. Although the magnitude of 
this variation ia currently unknown, it may be 
significant as another criterion to be uaed in 
Mlecting gMÜdataa for soace flights, since it 
would be dMirable to select thoae whoae re- 
covery from dassle would be moat rapid. 



SrMMARY 

A study was destiriMd to determine whether 
the MeyerSchwickerath Zeiss lifht coagulator 
can be used effectively aa a research tool to 
investigate the phenomenon of flash blindness 
and to determine whether the functional visual 
loss foiiowinR dazzle is a phenomenon that can 
be accurately measured. 

The experiment confirmed the effectiveness 
and reliability of the use of the light coairula- 

tor. The results also indicated that recovery 
from dazzle is consistent and repetitive within 
acceptable units for biologic experimentation. 
The need for future experimentation to clearly 
define the recovery function and degree of in- 
tersubject  variation  is emphasized. 
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